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Jacobs Scores
Role of Religion
In College Life

SNCC Leader, Stokely Carmichael,
To Attend Civil Rights Symposium

President Jacobs, in the first
Sunday Vespers sermon of the
college year, cited the shift in
responsibility
from college
Inducement to student initiative
concerning Chapel attendance.
Speaking before a gathering of
approximately 60 Chapel-goers,
Dr. Jacobs praised the abandonment of the Chapel attendance
requirement in 1965 as an extension of the tradition of student
autonomy, which presently exists
in the Senate and Medusa.
In making Chapel attendance entirely voluntary, the President emphasized, the College does not by
any means regard religion with
waning concern. Rather, the president affirmed, a true liberal arts
education is seriously deficient if
it does not encourage the practice of religious devotion.
Dr. Jacobs further enumerated
the values of a voluntary approach to religious observation.
Most importantly, he said, religion
Is not an isolated facet of life,
but an essential and underlying
factor. He observed that a person
leading a religious life is certainly
not excluded from the mainstream
of secular activity but stands at
the edge of contemporaneity.
Citing historical precedents
which reaffirm the continuing validity of religion, the President
reminded the congregation that ev*ery great civilization, save the
communist oriented ones has been
molded significantly by religious
doctrines or .cults. Lastly, he
pointed out, the quest for social
justice is a direct outgrowth of
religious conviction.

Stokely Carmichael

College Starts Pay Scale,
Student's Skills Awarded
Bursary employment jobs now
have varying pay brackets in order to pay higher rates for special
skills and experience, according
to John F. Butler, director of
placement.
In addition, assistance from the
federal government under the 1965
Higher Education Act is being
used this year to increase the
salaries of some students on financial aid.
Formerly, all men on bursary
employment received $1.25 an hour"
regardless of their job. Now, a
pay scale ranging from $1.00 up
to $2.00 an hour will govern the
salaries of "bursary boys."
Many of the higher paying jobs,
which involve greater experience
and responsibility, are held by
qualified financial aid students.
The federal Work-Study Program
set up under the Educational Opportunities Act of 1964 was expanded last year to include any
student on financial aid, not just
those coming from poverty-striken backgrounds.

Because religion is the foundation of all major systems of
thought, Dr. Jacobs concluded,
those who would claim superior
maturity delude themselves about
the role of religion as preserver Francis B. Gummere, director
of human dignity and as confidant of financial, aid, admits that obfor our Innermost fears about the taining the federal aid initially
future's uncertainty.
involves a lot of "red tape," but.

Social, Course Evaluations
To Be Printed in February
The Senate has completed the first
of three stages in the publication
of their two comprehensive social
and curricular evaluations. The
. anticipated date of publication is
early February, hopefully before
™ present Senate concludes
its session.
More than 1,000 man hours were
spent this summer in computing
and tabulating the date obtained
last Spring from the questionnaires. Approximately 150 pages
oi raw results are now available
Ior
the second stage, that of evaluating the results in hopes-of
aeriving some significant information about the state of the College community.
The final stage will involve drawee conclusions from the correlated results with idea of offering suggestions for the improvement of any deficiencies revealed by the evaluations.
Mage two, the evaluation, will
ndicate
what the College looks
"*? " o w ; while stage three, the
recommendations,- should pro,™e a " accurate appraisal of what
innovations the College needs.

f
A
\

Stokley Carmichael, national civil
rights figure and chairman of the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee, has accepted an invitation to participate in a symposium,
"Control
Over Social
Change in a Democracy," which
will be held at the College April
21-22.
The symposium, being organized
by a group of students with the
support of the College, will consider questions concerning both
human rights and the rapid growth
of industrial automation.
" Control Over Social Change in a
Democracy" will seek to examine

Senate President David J. Gerber has observed that the tools
with which to present a meaningful report are now available. Thf
problem presently is deciding upon
the extent of the study. and the
areas of its focus.
Another problem lies in determining whether the evaluations are
relevant to the several classes
in the most general sense - freshmen, sophomores, etc.; or only
to the classes presently enrolled
at -the College (1967, '68, etc.).
Similar queries arise concerning
nearly every subdivision system of
the student body used by the committee.
Dr. George Higglns, college
counselor, has pointed out that
publication of the present statistics without being interpreted or
intercorrelated would be virtually
meaningless and incomprehensible
for public reading.
It is estimated that the final reports will total approximately 100
to 130 pages each, excluding the
appendices of data tables and
charts.

he said, it is justified by the
higher pay scale which the aid
allows.
One of the provisions of the
1965 H.E.A. is the continuance of
any present program which a college may already have, and as
Gummere pointed out, "Trinity
has long had a fine bursary employment service."
The federal funds, therefore, will
be used "above and beyond the present bursary system, primarily by
raising the pay of qualified financial aid students, but also by
involving more departments of the
College in the bursary service
and, hopefully, by offering more
summer- employment opportunities paid in part by federal funds.
Gunmere emphasized that any
student interested in learning
more about the new system should
contact the office of financial aid.
The new pay scale begins at $1.00
for jobs like those of tending the
game room and $1.10 for work in
college offices. Experienced workers are given a pay boost after
the first year, receiving $1.25 or
$1.35 an hour. Jobs involving more
experience and responsibility than
most bursary employment bring
the rates up as high as $1.50
or $1.75 an hour.
Work-Study Programs, which pay
the higher salaries, are now being
used In the Arts Center, Mather
Hall, the Library, Central Services, the Bookstore, and in some
psychological research projects.
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the effects automation will have onfuture society and to suggest solutions for problems arising from
rapid technological change. Also,
the symposium will consider the
plight of many American Negroes
who today are suffering the hardships of unemployment, poverty,
and ignorance which might befall
the nation as a whole if industrial
automation continues without adequate social planning.
Thus far, Saul Altnsky, the Rev.
James Breedon, Amitai Etzioni,
W. H. Ferry, and Donald Michael
have also accepted Invitations to
attend the symposium. Invitations
to others prominent in the fields of
civil rights and industrial automa-"
tion have also been made.
Alinsky, executive director of
the Industrial Area Foundation of
Chicago, was instrumental in establishing the Woodlawn Organization, a political group working to
relieve conditions in a Chicago
Negro ghetto.
Breedon serves as assistant director of the Commission on Religion and Race for the National
Council of Churches.
Etzioni is a sociologist associated
with Columbia University.
The author of THE NEW TECHNOLOGY AND HIGHER EDUCATION, W. H. Ferry, is Vice-president of the Center for the Study
of Democratic Institutions at Santa
Barbara, California.
Michael is asspciatea with the
Institute for Social Research at

the University of Michigan and
has written THE NEXT GENERATION.
Roy Heath, dean of students, who
is assisting students in planning
the symposium, stated that the
symposium "will bring tothecampus outstanding people who have
been on the front of the civil
rights movement or who have been
deeply involved in the problems
of social change. The confluence
of these two groups should provoke not only a more realistic
evaluation of some of our social
dilemmas but also represents a
weekend in which the whole campus
can benefit from the presence
of these outstanding people."
The idea for a symposium examining automation and human

TRIPOD
Emll W. Angelica '68 and
Ames M. Nelson '68 were
elected sports editor and assistant news- editor respectively of the TRIPOD at a
recent meeting of the staff.
At that meeting, the editorial board accepted with regret the resignations ol sports
editor Michael Weinberg '67
and copy editor William Block,
Jr. '67 from the board.

Austin Arts Center To Host
Franchetti Opera Premiere
The Cesare Barbieri Center of
Italian Studies will stage the world
premiere of an opera by composer
Arnold Franchetti on Oct. 20.
Performances of the opera, entitled "As a Conductor Dreams"
(NotturnoIn La), will be given
October 20, 2i, and 22 in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center.
The opera is based on a libretto by Louis Berrone, who holds
a Master's degree from Trinity
and teaches at Fairfield University..
"As a Conductor Dreams" is a
delightfully fanciful story which
makes use of commedia dell 'arte
techniques and Pirandellian situations," explained Michael R. Cam-

GOING OVER some fine points in the new opera "As a Conductor Dreams" to be premiered in the Goodwin Theatre, Librettist Louis Berrone (left) and Dr. Michael Campo, follow composer Arnold Franchetti's piano interpretation of his score.

po, director of the Barbieri Center.
"Mr. Franchetti's composition
reflects the influence of his native
land," Campo added, "It is inspired
by Italian folk melodies which
interplay intrlguingly with atonal
orchestral scoring."
The score's unusual instrumentation calls for the use of wood
chimes, marimba, glockenspiel,
blocks,'cymbals, drums--twentyone percussion Instruments in
all -- and a single violin.. .
Franchetti, who was born in Lucca, Italy, first studied music with
his father, Baron Alberto Franchetti, director of the Florence
Conservatory of Music.
A graduate of the University of
Florence, Franchetti studied composition with Richard Strauss at
the Academy of Music in Munich.
He was awarded the Lehman Composition Award at Mozarteum in
Salzburg and taught in Italy, Austria, and Sweden before coming
to the United States in 1947.
Since joining the faculty of Hartt
College in 1949, he has won a grant
from the National Institute of Arts
and Letters, the Fromm Award,
and a Guggenheim Foundation
Award for Composition. In 1961,
he received a Serge Koussevltzky
Music Foundation Grant from the
Library of Congress.
Among his many compositions
are several short operas, chamber
music, and orchestral works.
Berrone, an instructor in English
at Fairfield University, is the
author of several plays, including
"The Reception," "The Mary Burton Blues," "The Holy Children,"
"The Keys to the City," and "As
a Conductor Dreams," from which
he adapted the libretto for his
collaboration with Franchetti.
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'Woman' Succeeds Despite
Tedious Bedroom Scenes
Before the French New Wave in
cinema swelled into film history,
Jean-Luc Godard had made his
name as one of the most interesting
directors in Europe since World
War II.
His film, "A WOMAN IS A WOMAN", shown by the College Film
Society in the Goodwin Theater
at the week-end, was made in 1961.
But its fresh arid frank approach to
the subject, and the use of untraditional lighting and camera techniques, have not dated at all in five
years.
Godard's team of actors, Anna
Karina, Jean-Paul Belmondo and
Jean-Claude Brialy are used brilliantly in several scenes. But the
script, which tells of a woman exploiting the eternal triangle to get

by CHRISTOPHER LEES
pregnant, tends to become tedious
in parts. The near-repetition of a
bedroom scene, in which Anna Karina and Brian insult each other
with book titles, finally fails to
be funny.
Most of the film, however, shows
a charming wit that is lacking
in most American movies. A Woman is a Woman has more than
Godard's usual number of 'injokes'. They are mainly dialogue
references to other New Wave
films like his own "BREATHLESS", and Truffaut's "JULES
AND JIM."
The technique of spoofing other,
older movies with intrusive and
unsyncronised music is one of the
striking things about this film.
Raoul Coutard's dramatic use of

colour In his lighting is the other
most interesting feature.
Coutard has clearly influenced
Richard Lester, who directed both
Beatles films and used the same
technique in Help. But A Woman
is A Woman Is not only an interesting part of cinema history, it
is also a shrewd and clever comedy.

Lawrence
Ferlanghetti
* •

Not Bad Acting, But--

Worth a Million It's Not
It does not cost a million dollars
to see HOW TO STEAL A MILLION, but whatever you pay it is
too much.
HOW TO STEAL A MILLION '
stars Audrey Hepburn, who is not
bad looking for her age, and Peter
O'Toole, who couldn't help being
good looking at any age. Any r e semblance to art, however, ends
here. The heist is novel, but unconvincing, and after seeing the
movie one is convinced that the only
steal that has been perpetrated
has been pulled off by the produc-

Russian Exhibit
Depicts Variety
# Soviet Life
by JAY NEWQUIST
Vladimir Shakhovski's exhibit,
currently on display in Wean
Lounge, is a pictorial representation of many facets of Soviet culture.
The master lensman's pictures
range from modern Russian cities
to shores of small fishing villages
to the snow-covered Urals,
Shakhovskl evolves a single
theme in his photographs: the
achievements of any country or
land are the work of its human
inhabitants. He portrays many
classes, of people who, when
brought together, comprise modern Soviet society.
Pictures of giant steamers loading in a Russian port, students
attending
classes in a Soviet
university, and a rocket to the4j
moon all depict the achievements
of man in his fervent desire to
master and capture the elements
around him. Pictures of villagers fishing for their dally subsistence and people idling In the
doorway of a squalid housing area
show the yearning for a better
way of life.
Shakhovski's ability to present
, society as a whole forces the
observer to make his own conclusions concerning the issues that
confront any country which is
rapidly moving toward more and
more advanced technological discoveries.
Even amidst the modern developments of society, Shakhovski does
not forget the human side of life,
which for him, has played the
greatest part in the building of
the modern age.
. , :

ers at the expense of the luckless
moviegoer.
The plot is not exactly thin, just
tattered.
The humor centers
around the theft of a supposedly
priceless statue which does not
even turn out to be a reasonable
facsimile. The gags (sight and
otherwise) most of which should
be greeted with a reverence that
befits their age, are equally priceless.
For such an endeavor, the acting
was not too bad. Hugh Griffith
does a good job as the sly art
forger, and Eli Wallach does an
equally good job as his millionaire victim. Charles Boyer is
smooth as always in the part of
a suspicious art dealer, and O'Toole and Hepburn, when they can
keep from fainting, are quite acceptable as two lovers tangled up
in the plot.
Movies such as HOW TO STEAL
A MILLION are not uncommon in
Hollywood today, and on that account one cannot feel too slighted
at the slim value and numerous
defects of this latest descendant
of RIFIFI And TOPKAPI.
For all of its defects it is still
fair entertainment, and at the very
worst it Is a great movie to sleep
through.

Art
Sale

360 N@w.Britain Ave.
(Just West of Summit St. Gate)

Ebinger to Introduce Film:
Seminar, Visiting Speakers
The Film Seminar, one of the
College's newest extracurricular
programs, will hold an organizational meeting Thursday at 4 p.m.
in the Arts Center.
The seminar, a brainstorm of
Robert F. Ebinger '67, will trace
the history of cinema from 1895
to the present. Meetings will be
held, bi-weekly,
using Arthur

Hartford Presents Ample
Opportunities for Culture
by ROBERT S.
Freshmen, especially those from
large metropolises, believe that'
Hartford is a "vast wasteland,"
While Hartford can by no means
compete with Boston or New York,
it offers the Interested student
ample cultural opportunities.
For those students looking towards musical entertainment, the
Bushnell provides both quality and
variety. In addition to its regular
programs of rock and roll performers, the Bushnell features
concerts by the Hartford Symphony, operas, and soloists such
as Byron Janis, et. al.

PRICE, JR.
tion to Its notorious "skin flics,"
excellent art films and offers
special student rates. Finally, the
Webster Theatre presents many
better Hollywood issues.
In the realm of theatre, the Hartford Stage Company and the Mark
Twain Masquers are well known.
There is also, however, the Collage of an Image Playhouse which
presents modern theatre In an
Intimate setting. The Image has
reasonable prices ($1.50) for students and after every performance,
espresso is served and the audience is given a chance to speak
with producer-director
Robert
Lewis and the cast.
In the graphic arts, the Wadsworth Atheneum offers a regular
program of featured exhibits in
addition to its regular collection.
If you can't find anything to do
in Hartford, maybe it's you, and
not Hartford, who is to blame.

Knight's "The Liveliest Art" as
a text.
At each seminar a film from
Eblnger's own library, from those
of Lawrence R. Stlnes Jr., lecturer in Spanish, and John A.
Dando, associate professor of English, or from the Museum of Modern Art, will be shown and discussed.
This summer, Ebinger took a
film-making course at Ohio State
University and, in fact, has been
making his own 8 mm films for
five years. He is now trying to
find a sponsor for interested students who, too, want to make their
own films.
A co-founder of the Film Society with Bernett Robinson '68,
Ebinger has starred the film seminar himself. Currently he is attempting to set up guest speakers,
emphasizing that he will not be
the teacher. "It's a discussion
group," he says.
"I think Trinity needs something
like this seminar, because the College lacks any specific course or
activity that covers the theater or
motion picture art."
He hopes to have a group of 10
or 15 students in the seminar
studying the history of the motion
picture as an art medium.
"Today, more than ever before,
many universities and colleges are
expanding their curricula to Include these fields, and," Ebinger
concluded, "I hope that this extracurricular
film seminar may
someday become an accredtea
course of study here at Trinity.

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and .its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.

|
.

Oct.10-13

Within walking distance of the
College are three cinemas which
show worthwhile movies. The best
productions by far appear at the
Rivoll which has been vastly improved over the summer and no
longer uses its plywood screen.
The Art Cinema shows, in addi-

On Thursday and Friday September 29-30, 1966 the Art
Dept. will sponsor a sale of
oil paintings, watercolors and
graphics (woodcuts, etchings,
pencil and pen and ink) executed in past years by students in the painting and graphic courses. The sale will
be on the second floor of
Austin Arts Center starting
promptly at 12 noon on Thursday for Faculty, Administration Staff and Students. Prices
will range from $1.00 to $25.
Proceeds will be used for
events sponsored by the Goodwin Fellows of Trinity.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE

Poet In
Residence

SHOOTING a few feet of film around campus, Robert F. Ebinger '67 films a scene of McCook and Jones Hall, possibly to
become part of his newly created Film Seminar.

|
iji

Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

Offering Mobile Products

I

Complete Automotive Service

$

7 1 0 P.M. Weekdays—8-10 P.M. Sundays

$

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

or Call 249-3212

i

22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Ziff Aims To Lure Students
To More Contact With Arts
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Doubt, Misapprehension
E x a m Chan e
S factions

by DONALD G. MARTIN
To make the Austin Arts Center ber concerts of the highest qual- Jazz Band on November 18, and a
a lively place and to bring more ity.
performance by the Clarion OrDoubts and misapprehensions the comprehensives at the end'
and more students into closer Some of the groups mentioned chestra of New York under the
were the general tones greeting of the seniors' intellectual 'excontact with the arts — this is to take part in such a series direction of Newell Jenkins.
the aim of the newly appointed
One event yet to be scheduled the College's changes In the time perience.
Chairman of the Arts Depart- were the Budapest String Quartet is a performance of the Tchaikov- and scheduling of semester exami- In light of the moving up of the
and the Amadeus String Quartet. sky "Symphony No. 4" by the com- nations and comprehensives.
commencement, Scheuch felt that
ment, Dr. Jerrold Ziff.
The concerts would be given on bined orchestras of Mt. Holyoke
The new plan schedules three the schedulingof three exams per
Dr. Ziff, whose primary duty is Sundays,
the traditional time for College and Trinity.
two-hour exams per day over a day was the most effective thing
to oversee the faculty, staff and chamber music
concerts.
seven day period, and changes to do.
curriculum at the College, will
the comprehensive exams for sen- James A. Notopoulos, professor
also take an active part in helping Finally, one of the aims toward
iors to the end of the Trinity of classics, was "non-commltal"
Arts Center director George C. which Dr. Ziff will strive -will be
term. It also includes the exemp- over the Issue of the shortening
Nichols, III to plan events for the to increase the amount of pertion of seniors from final exams of exams. He stated, however,
sonal contact between art students
center.
at the end of their last term, that one of the effects of the
In an effort to attract students at the College and practicing artand the setting of a deadline on change would be more hourly exto the center a substantial collec- ists. Dr. Ziff hopes to arrange
all theses and long-term papers. ams.
tion of student art work will go on small lectures and luncheons for
Roy Heath, dean of students, a Gustave Andrian, professor of
sale Thursday. Most of the paint- visiting artists to explain their
member of the committee that modern languages, stated that the
ings, drawings, etc. will be offer- works and their views of contemrecommended that the changes be two hour exam is worth trying,
ed at nominal prices, according porary art.
WRTC-FM, Trinity's student op- adopted, stated that the seniors' although it will be somewhat of
to Dr. Ziff, and should make ap- During the term the Austin Cenpropriate decorations for dormi- ter will present four exhibitions erated, non-commercial educa- comprehensives were set at a a hardship on a teacher who is
tory rooms. The proceeds from of art works ranging from Japan- tional radio station resumes its later date than in the past to place used to seeking depth in a three
this sale, he added, will probably ese wood block prints to the "Con- full broadcast schedule Saturday them as "the climax of the stu- hour final.
go to the Goodwin Fellows.
necticut Artist Educator Invita- with a play-by-play account of the dent's academic experience at the Walter Roemer '68 when interviewed, was somewhat skeptical
Along the lines of art sales, Dr. tional - 1966." In addition, the Trinity-Bates football game begin- College."
The addition of a due date for of the new Innovations. He stated
Ziff outlined a plan for a profes- Goodwin Theatre will play host ning at 1:30 p.m.
In addition to sports, variety, papers, he explained, was an ex-that he would rather have three
sional art dealer to come to the to a lecture and two poetry readCollege sometime in November to ings by this year's resident poet, music and educational programs pression of the teachers' con- hours for exams -- ample time,
show a collection of prints and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, during the presented In the past, WRTC-FM cern that students have a maxi- in most cases, to go over work
will this year inaugurate daily mum amount of time to prepare and rehash important points. He
etchings. The sale will provide week of October 10.
felt that the shortening of the
an opportunity for students to buy On October 19 there will be an newscasts. The newly organized for their examinations.
real works of art, not just re- open dress rehearsal of the ori- news department will rely on the The shortening of the exam per- exam schedule to one week may
productions, at prices below those ginal opera presented by the Cae- facilities of the United Press In- iod, he continued, came as a solu- cause more tension than prefound In dealers' shops in New sare Barbiere Foundation for Ital- ternational broadcast service for tion to the problem caused by viously, as exams will be more
its national and inter-national covmoving up of graduation from likely to pile up in short interYork or other cities.
ian studies. Three regular per- erage. Coverage will also be given, the
the
second to the first Sunday vals.
Dr. Ziff said he hoped that the formances of the opera will be however, to local and campus in June.
Peter Anderson '67 wondered
sale would not only bring students given from October 20 through stories.
RIckard Scheuch, professor of whether teachers might give just
into intimate contact with works October 22.
Weekday programming for the economics, also a member of the as much work to be done In two
of art, but would also help to The Glee Club and band will
dispell some 6f the apprehensions present their annual concert for month of October will begin at committee which worked out the hours as they did in three, Brian
which many people feel about visit- parents on Saturday, October 29, five o'clock each afternoon and changes, explained that the first Woodruff '68 expressed concern
end at eleven in the evening. On concern, of the committee In mak- over the possibility of a student's
ing an art dealer.
in the Goodwin Theatre. The "Jesthe live coverage of ing revisions was the timing of the having three exams in one day.
As for sponsoring other events ters" will perform their first play Saturdays
Trinity football games will be- comprehensive examinations. The '
at the College, Dr. Ziff noted of the season, "Mother Courage," gin
at 1:30 p.m. On Sundays pro- change was made to administer
that this is not a particularly on November 11, 12, and 13.
gramming
will be limited to three
wealthy institution and that art- The last scheduled events in the hours of classical
requested
istic talent can be very expen- center' for this term will be a by listeners. This music
High Income Jobs on Campus
one of
sive. As a result, he said, a performance by the New Collegiate the most popular program,
in the schedule,
great deal of financial support
begins at 8 p.m.
Get a high paying job in
for the art center would have to
sales, distribution or marThe Board of Directors which
come from outside the College.
[1] Divide 30 by! 2
will guide the operations of WRTCket research right on your
Before the community will conFM this year is headed by Sta- own campus. Become a
and add 10.
tribute to the arts here, they have
tion manager, Paul Stein'67; Techthe right, he added, to see that
campus
representative
for
What
is the
nical Director, William Mourwe have a going concern. For this
over forty magazines, Ameradian;
Program
Director,
Allen
answer?
reason Dr. Ziff hopes that the
Rovner '67; Public Relations Dir- ican Airlines, Operation
(Answers
center will be able to arrange
ector, Scott Moreland '67; and Busbelow)
Match, etc. and earn big
a series of Sunday afternoon cham"The Theatre of the Nave," an iness Manager, Andrew Watmoney
doing
interesting
outgrowth of last year's highly son '67.
work. Apply right away!
WRTC-FM broadcasts from stusuccessful series of Chapel dradios
located
in
the
basement
of
mas, will become a full part.of
Cook B dormitory, and the 350 Collegiate Marketing, Dept.
this year's Chapel program.
watt transmitter is located on the H, 27 E. 22 st., New York,
[2] You have a TOT ^^zzZ
The enthusiastic response to stu- roof of the Clement Chemistry
N.Y. 10010.
Stapler that ^ 3 ^ \
dent productions of "The Death building.
of Bessie Smith" and "Waiting
staples eight
^ T j ffcl
The Institute of International Edu- for Godot" prompted Alan Chap10-page reports
R^!/C2
cation recently reported that com- lain Tull to sponsor this season's
petition for this year's Fulbright- slate which includes "A Man for
or tacks 31 memos :
Hays awards will close shortly. All Seasons" by Robert Bolt, a
to a
*
These awards, under the auspi- combined .staging of Sophocles'
ces of the U.S. government, pro- "Antigone" and the modern verbulletin board.
vide grants for graduate study or sion by Jean Anouilh, and "Tiny
How old is the
/
research abroad, or for study Alice" by Edward Albee '50.
owner of
in the creative and performing
arts.
William S. Bartman '68, the inithis TOT Stapler? C****
Application forms and informa- tiator and prime force in the
tion about the Competition may Chapel drama movement, believes
This is the
be obtained by students from the that "if drama is to fulfill its
campus Fulbright Program Advis- role as one of the arts, it must
or, Professor Gustave Andrian, not remain static." It is for this
whose offices are in Seabury 42F. reason, Bartman says, that the
The deadline for filing applica- Chapel dramatists have chosen
tions for the competition is Octo- a series of plays which are "sigber 25.
nificant, vital, and stimulating."
Students who wish to apply for
"A Man for All Seasons," to be
an award must be U.S. citizens, directed by Bartman, is considnave a bachelor's degree or its ered to be one of the masterequivalent at the outset of the pieces of European drama in the grant,
and, usually, be proficient last decade. Tryouts for the play
ml,he ^ " ^ e e of the host country. are being held tonight at 7:15
The winners of the competition in the Nave of the Chapel. Tech(including 1000 staples)
will
be selected for academic and/ nicians, house and stage assistLarger size CUB Desk
° r P r ° f essional record, the feasi- ants are also being recruited.
Stapler only $ 1 . 4 9
"juty of the applicant's proposed
The presentation of the ancient
I
am
a
Faculty
Member
D
Student
•
study plan, and his personal quali- and modern versions of "Antigone"
No bigger than a pack of gum—but packs
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Laughable

EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1966

Malicious
Five malicious false alarms rung in South
Campus within minutes of each other Thursday night brought firemen screaming onto
campus, drove all the residents of B section
from their rooms, and showed once again how
totally irresponsible Trinity students can be.
The mere fact that five alarms were rung
at almost the same time seems to indicate
that the move was pre-planned or at least organized and that, perhaps, more than one person is responsible.
Although it has been said many times before,
the tragic results of ringing a false alarm are too
often ignored not only by those who commit
the crimes but by those who laugh as firemen
search a building with axes and hooks.
The truth of the matter is that a false alarm
weakens the City's fire-fighting force while a
few companies respond to the alarm, and that
a real fire could be_raging_ out of control

while distant companies are all called to the
scene.
In addition, more than a, few fatal accidents
have occurred because of fire engines colliding, one on the way to a real fire, the other
to a false alarm.
Many students are unaware of these outside
factors, but surely they have seen the reaction
of firemen and fellow students. Both groups are
usually disgruntled after a false alarm for
having been called out and the situation has
become so bad that firemen in the area almost
resent coming to Trinity because half the
time they are coming to a false alarm. If and
when we have real fires, this psychological
prejudice does not help.
One further note, the traditional punishment
for turning in a false alarm has always been
expulsion. If there were any stronger punishment open to the College we would recommend
it.

TO THE EDITOR:
Trinity is a college deeply bound
up with tradition. Some of these
traditions are worthwhile, and
serve a useful purpose. Others are
obsolete and should be discarded.
These outmoded traditions, which
are intended to make the student
proud of his college and its ancient heritage, tend Instead to
make him cynical and disrespectful.
One of the most flagrantly outmoded Trinity traditions is that
of Freshman Matriculation. This
consists of meeting the president,
hearing him extend a few words
of exhortation, signing the Matriculation Book, and leaving. In
the past, when classes were small,
this was probably an excellent
way of exemplifying the personal
faculty-student relationship for
which Trinity prides, herself. In
this era, however, when each incoming class sets an enrollment
record, the tradition borders on
the ridiculous.
This year President Jacobs had
to shake the hand of 331 freshmen. The freshmen stand in a
line outside the President's office. The door Is open, and each
freshman hears the words that
are said to each of those in front
of him. To his amused contempt,
he hears that the President says
exactly the same words, in exactly the same tone, to each person In line. The picture he had
in his mind of a nice cozy chat
with the President dissolves very
quickly, and he feels like a not-

very-integral part of an assembly
line. That he is told beforehand
to sign his name on line 263
reinforces his feelings of anonymity. So he goes in, shakes hands,
hears that the next four years of
his life will be the happiest ever,
signs his name, shakes hands once
more, and tries to hold back the
laughter he feels swelling within
him.
This situation is unfair both to.
the students and to President Jacobs, who does the job as well as
can be expected under the circumstances. If this practice is to be
continued, as it assuredly will
be, a way must be found to bring
back the personal touch which
is so entirely lacking at present,
L. KATZENSTEIN '70

(Ed. note — Mr. Katzenslein
is right. However, what he does
not, know is that the signing
of the Matriculation Book in
the presence of the President
is only a recent "tradition"
initiated last year. The signs
tacked to the dying elms outside Williams Memorial assigning groups, times, etc. further point up the ludicrousness of the whole situation.
We are sure the President
could use the first day of the
term, for better things, and
surely
incoming Freshmen
would be no less impressed
with Trinity if they missed
this
ridiculous! formality.)

inevitable
Trinity's first party weekend has come and
gone. New pledges in fraternities have had a
taste of what, fraternity social life is like and
those who wanted to "go Greek" and did not
have had the bitter taste of independent life
on a party weekend.
One bright note is that Brownell Club had a
crowd of over sixty at its party Saturday night,
and it looks as if there is a nucleus there which
may be able to improve independent social
activity.
It is becoming more and more apparent that
organizations like Brownell are going to have
to be the basis for a great portion of independent partying. Mixers, dances, open houses, and the like if sponsored by College organizations cannot now substitute for fraternity parties. The reason is simple: the social
drinking factor. ;
Nonetheless, it seems now that Brownell is
on the way up and the IPC has voiced encouragement to those who might want to start a

new fraternity on campus. We believe that although the College shouiu continue to provide
adequate facilities in the areas of dining and
recreation for independents, it is just as important for independents to search out the possibilities open to them for social activity within
the present social structure, either by making
use-of already existing facilities like Brownell or by taking the initiative for forming other
social clubs, fraternal or non-fraternal. We are
sure that the Director of Student Affairs would
be willing to work with any groups interested
in non-fraternal clubs and that the IFC would
be equally happy to work with independents
who might want to found another fraternity
on campus.
The modification or expansion of the College's social structure must necessarily come
about when a smaller and smaller percentage
of each sophomore class is taken within the
fraternity system. Now is the time for all those
interested in social life at Trinity to re-examine the present structure and start to make
plans for the inevitable future.

tTrinify

Inferiors
News Dean
Jeffrey E. Lucas

Vast improvements in Elton Dormitory over
the summer have shown how much can be done
to a potentially unattractive building to beautify its interior. Hopefully these improvements
will encourage students living in the dorm to
take more pride in it and to destroy it less
than in the past,
One issue that has seldom been aired, however, is the condition of the older "more beautiful" dorms on the Quad. Northam and Jarvis
are the two oldest dorms on campus and yet
they seem to get the least care.
The main reason for this, we suppose, is
the fact that they are considered to be the best
dorms relatively and that, living in them is better than living anywhere else on campus. Consequently, not many students ever complain

about the dinghy hallways, the cracked glass
in many of the leaded windows, the poor condition of the lavatories, the chopped up woodwork, and the cracked plaster wails.
A great deal of money is spent by the College each year to keep up the outsides of these
buildings, replacing slate shingles, rain pipes,
and dried out mortar between the brownstones.
Not very much money is spent keeping up the
insides.
.
We suggest that Buildings and Grounds and
the new Assistant Dean of Students, who has
charge of the dormitories, think seriously about
doing something to maintain the interiors of the
older dorms. They might even consider doing
something with the totally barren foyer in Nor. tham.
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Ziff Sees Hope For 'Voyage' Of Arts
The following is a speech delivered by Dr. Jerrold
Ziff, newly .appointed chairman of the arts department,
to the ninth annual campus conference.
Now what has all of this to do with Trinity College, or for
that matter any school? Just this. We want our friends and
students to know this potential, to realize it, and to value
this creative potential in himself and others. We at
Trinity are dedicated to a belief that the education of
the whole man is important. We wish for more than the
mechanic or narrow specialist, as necessary as he might
be for the effective running of our society. We, or perhaps
I ought to be more careful and say those of us In the arts,
also seek a man who can be termed -- and now I use a
word unfortunately discredited — cultured, a condition
I very much hope that it will pain no one here if I com- one scholar has described as respect for moral values acpare the arts at Trinity College and its Austin Arts Center,
with an impressive vessel just launched, but not yet Let us now descend from this ideal plane and consider
really outfitted for its journey. Now of course the Arts what we in the Austin Arts Center can do, and ought to do
Center is staffed and it has many excited voyagers. What in the face of such goals. We must, I think, be able to prois more, it can even lay claim to a distinction in its com- vide students with an opportunity to develop their own
plement, possessing as it does two captains -- a director creative skills and also to develop their latent capacity
and a department chairman.
to comprehend and enjoy what man intended to be enjoyed.
we provide studios, courses and hopefully
But the greatest question or problem confronting the arts For the first
Instruction. By these means we do seek to aid
at Trinity is still unresolved. What is their task, their superior
student in his quest of skills. We are not, on the other
goals? What is their route and what is the speed of the the
a conservatory, or an art school, nor do we wish to
journey to be? These are the matters I should like to bring hand,
be. Content, thought and values must, we think, accomto your attention: in effect, I wish to spread the maps before pany the mastery of technique.
you and suggest a worthy course.
President Jacobs, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I feel much like the person who has arrived at the ship
yard moments after the launching. The cheering is over,
whistles and horns are silent, and the crowds have begun
to disperse. The boat is afloat and people must get on to
the next pressing matter. And yet upon reflection we all
know that while the moment of drama has passed much
needs to be done before the vessel is fully prepared for
its task. .

To evaluate the goal of the arts at Trinity we must always
keep in mind a number of circumstances: the size, nature,
and character of the College; the interests and needs of
its students, the location of the school, the needs of the
surrounding community; and the significance, or importance of the arts themselves irrespective of the preceding
considerations.
Taking the last matter first I can say categorically
that I consider the arts of critical importance.
If a society or culture chooses to limit the pursuit of
the arts to idle young ladies, rich dilettantes, retired
statesmen, or the bearded and sandeled who see the
arts as a romantic escape, that is, I suppose, the business of that society, just as it is the right of an individual
to limit his diet to meat and potatoes. Such a diet will sustain him for a long time before he dies of deficiences or
boredom.
I do not' insist that the life of any man is dependent
upon his facility with a brush, his love of poetry, or his
ability always to be in tune. I do, however, insist that
the fullness of his life is directly connected with the
breadth and texture of his experiences, interests and
the quality of his values.
The historian knows from his study of the past that men
share certain unique capacities. We respond to shapes and
colors, to the rhythm of sounds, to the order and structure
of words. The historian knows too that man has, through
the ages, bent every effort to give form to his delights
and failings, his beliefs and aspirations. Caves have been
painted, animal bones carved, pots decorated, not to mention structures of infinite complexity and compelling beauty
built to celebrate a faith.
'

to show the beauty of line through a Japanese print instead
of a Raphael painting, the majesty of music through a
Beethoven string quartet Instead of the 9th Symphony. The
challenge includes the hope that we can bring the sheer
variety of man's esthetic inventiveness into the range of
the student's experience, that_we can show what man can
do with the engraver's burin or pencil, or with the weldIng torch or electronically induced sound, And even if
we cannot fetch the Boston Symphony or Leonardo's
Mona Lisa we have still other opportunities. We need
not be the slaves of fashion. Very simply, while we are
anxious for an enthusiastic public, we need not always
have our eyes fastened upon a turn-stile count, or box
office returns. We can, given the confidence of experience and wisdom, risk the censure of the popular critic.

Our goals insist that we treasure what the artist of
the past achieved, and what the artist of today is achieving. It means that we must communicate our reverence,
that we stand up and declare our intense Interest. Students are impatient with lip service. Very truly it is
a matter of put up or shut up. We can talk our heads
off about the arts within the confines of a classroom,
but if the classroom marks the extent of the department's, or College's interest In the arts then we shall
fail. If we wish to bring the arts within the compass of
the student, then the department and the college must
It is realized that only a small proportion of the Trinity lead the way. It Is my considered opinion that all of us
students will come In contact with the arts through their must see that a commitment to the arts is extended
own activity in a studio or on a stage. But in other respects over the campus.
every student should have some meaningful contact with
I think I see here at Trinity steps towards this kind
the Austin Arts Center. If they do not, we In the Center
have failed to attain our other goal, or more accurately of campus commitment. I look with pride at the Cesare
we have fallen short of our obligation to aid the student Barbieri Center, a center for Italian studies, sponsorin his understanding and delight in the arts. This brings ing the world premier of an opera. While the director
me to another of the circumstances, which I mentioned of that center, Professor Campo, may yet be uncertain
earlier, affecting what we need to achieve at Trinity. where all the money will come from in order to back
the venture, he can be certain that the aesthetic and
There are those who would insist that as Trinity lies educational values of his enterprise are enormous. We
the Austin Arts Center can testify to that fact. Alin the heart of a major metropolitan area the College at
ready students have been visiting rehearsals at the Goodneed not bring the arts to the campus. Far from being in win
theatre where they hear and observe composer, consome remote section of the country, hours from any sort ductor,
musicians and singers interacting, responding
of cultural center or activity, we are fortunate in having and clashing.
They are witnessing a work of art being
a fine museum a few blocks away, music for all who seek fashioned.
it, the dance and the theatre. For those who want more,
Boston and New York are but two hours away.
Similarly, I am proud of a much more modest event
the art department will stage in November. At that time
But what of those who do not go to the Bushneli, who are students will have an opportunity to buy prints -- not
appalled by the thought of seeing ballet, who have never been reproductions, but very real, tangible works of art by
to the Atheneum? By asking such questions we begin to old and modern masters of print making — in some
recognize more clearly what the arts of Trinity, what the cases at prices less than are commanded by commerAustin Arts Center can and ought to do. I think it is our cial reproductions. Students will thus have an opportunobligation to press home every effort which will lead to ity to own, to handle, to know Intimately a work of art.
the student's contact with the arts. And I believe in the
In their different ways these two events at Trinity
notion of bringing excellence within the student's range. College
represent what I hope will become ever more
Mediocrity should not be the extent of his experience.
Now this does not mean that we need to buy Rembrandt common in the arts here.
paintings (wouldn't it be nice though?), borrow the Mona
The College -- Us students, alumni and friends — has
Lisa, or schedule the Boston Symphony. But It does mean built a fine center. It is time now for the vitality and sigthat we endeavour to find that of high excellence, while nificance of the arts to radiate outward from that center.
recognizing what our means and size permits. In a way I am sure the College wants It that way. I know the stuthis is a more exciting challenge. It is the opportunity dents do.

FEIFFER
WHO I V
TH£ MOST
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Vespers Season To Feature
Six Theological Speakers

THE FIRST OF SIX speakers at Sunday vespers services in
the Chapel will be the Rev. Lloyd G. Patterson, assistant professor of church history at the Episcopal Theological Seminary
in Cambridge, Mass.

Sacrilegious?

Carillon Airs Pop Music
"Just because something comes
from the Chapel," observed Chaplain Alan C. Tull, "it does not
have to be sacred In nature."
The variety of music played on
the carillon raises the quest.ion

Symposium...
rights was drawn from a national
report by a 32-man study group
sponsored by the Students for a
Democratic Society. This report,
"The Triple Revolution," contends
that rapid technological change in
the area of industrial production,
advances In weaponry development, and a human rights revolution all provoke radical social
reform.
The report states that advances
in automation will eventually bring
about a great reduction in the
amount of human effort needed
for the production of economic
goods as well as a great Increase
in productive output. This prospect, the report states, should require a reexaminationof the means
of distribution of wealth.
Distribution of wealth on the basis
of job-earnings might well be replaced by a system guaranteeing
a minimum Income, the report,
suggests. Such a system If effected immediately would alleviate
the economic and educational problems of many American Negroes
today, the report contends. If the
problems of the Negro today are
not solved by some such system,
these very problems may become
those of a much greater part of
American society. Under the present system for the distribution of
wealth, many workers will be Impoverished through unemployment
because automated machines have
replaced them, the report noted.
Tentative scheduling of the symposium calls for lectures
on
human rights to be given the evening of April 21, Workshops and
small discussion groups dealing
with human rights will be held
the morning of the 22nd, These
will be followed by lectures, discussions, and workshops on automation in the afternoon, with a
panel discussion that evening which
will attempt to unify the two areas
considered by the symposium. Major lectures and' the concluding
panel discussion are tentatively
slated to be held in the Field
House.

;

Michael Seitchik >68 is serving
as executive secretary for the
student planning of the symposium.

as to whether selections other
than hymns constitute a sacrilegious use of the chapel bells.
The principle purpose of thecarrlllon is to call students to worship and to signal the conclusion
of services with postludes. Despite its religious connotations,
the carillon celebrates athletic
y Icto rles and provides su m mertlme recital entertainment for
Hartford residents.
The bells are'also used for the
announcement of certain special
events such as deaths of prominent personalities, most recently
that of former President Herbert
Hoover, On a more festive note,
Jhe_carillon played HAPPY BIRTHDAY last year for Pres-ident Jacobs.
The carillon consists of thirty
bells, ranging in weight from 15
to 1500 pounds each. It is located In the chapel tower and
is operated by pounding levers
that trigger the clappers of the
bells. As each lever is depressed
there Is a time lag before the
chime Is heard, thus requiring
the carlllonneur to compensate
in order to maintain an even flow
of notes.
The carlllonneurs are Gilbert
G. Campbell '67, master carillonneurj Charles Kurz H '67, associate carlllonneur; Robert J. Taylor '69, assistant carillonneur; and
Paul C. Mortel '68. The group
maintains a strong tradition since
the Guild of Carllloneurs of North
America was founded at Trinity,
shortly after the bells were dedicated In 1932. As their legacy is
rich, the carilloneurs often host
guest carllloneurs, especially for
the popular summer recitals.
The only drawback concerning the
bell ringers' work is that their
authorised playing times are r e stricted. Permission from Dr. Jacobs must be granted for the bells
to be played during the day since it
is forbidden to play during class
hour, or late at night.
Course Dropping
No upperclassman shall be permitted to drop a course, except
during the period of course changes
that follows registration, until after the' Informal mid-semester
grading period unless he has the
approval of the Dean of the College
or his deputy.
No undergraduate shall be permitted to drop a course after the
last scheduled meeting of t he
course.

An Orthodox theologian, an authority on the Dead Sea Scrolls,
a parish priest and professors
from three theological seminaries
will be the guest speakers at the
weekly 5 p.m. vespers services
In the Chapel, the Rev. Alan C.
Tull, chaplain of the College, has
announced.
The Rev. Lloyd G. Patterson,
the speaker this Sunday, is an
Assistant Professor of Church
History at the Episcopal Theological School in Cambridge, Mass.
He also has served as a fellow
and tutor at the General Theological Seminary in New York.
The following week will bring
Father John Meyendorff to the
College. A Professor of Church
History and Patrlstics at St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary in Crestwood, New York,
Father Meyendorff served as a lecturer In byzantine theology at Harvard and president of'Syndismos"
an international association of Orthodox youth movements. He also
is a past member of the Faith and
Order Commission of the World
Council of Churches.
On October 23, the Rev. Robert
C. Dentan, Trinity Church Professor of Old Testament Literature and Interpretation at the
General Theological Seminary in
New York, will conduct the service.
The Rev. Otis Charles '48, rector of St. John's Church In Washington, Conn,, will speak at vespers on Sunday, November 6.
Father Charles Is a member of
the NAACP, the Episcopal Society
for a Cultural and Racial Unity,
and is currently the president of
the alumni association of the Epsilon chapter of Delta Psi fraternity.
On November 20, The Rev. John
MacQuarrie will speak at the 5
p.m. service, Doctor MacQuarrie
Is a professor of Systematic Theology at Union Theological Seminary in New York, and formerly
held the same position at the University of Glasgow.
The final guest speaker of the
term will be the Rev, Krister
Stendahl, Frothingham Professor
of Biblical Studies at Harvard.
Professor Stendahl, who will be at
the College
on December 4,
formerly served as an Instructor
in Exegesis at Upsala University.
He is also a former chairman of
the inter-European consultation on
youth work for the World Council
of Churches. ;
In addition to these guest speakers, the Chapel will also present
two programs of "Music at Vespers" and the annual service of
lessons and carols on December 11.
On October 16, the music faculty
and assisting artists of the Col-

Campus Notes
Motor Bikes
All owners and operators of motor
bikes and scooters are reminded
that the same parking regulations
apply to them as to the owners
of cars. The proper parking sticker
must be displayed on the rear fender of the vehicle.
Bowling
A handicap bowling league is now
being formed by Mr. George Gillette, director of the bowling
alleys.
Anyone interested in
forming their own team or being
placed on one of a number of
teams should contact Mr. Gillette.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Dr. Edward W. Sloan, assistant
professor of history, has been
named the faculty advisor of PI
Kappa Alpha fraternity.

lege will give a program of the
music of Gabriel!, Monteverdi
and Lotti.
Daniel
Pinkham, will-known
harpsichordist, will join Clarence
Watters, professor of music and
renowned organist, for a concert
of concertl for harpsichord and
organ at the second "Music at
Vespers" service on November 13.
Another special event in the
Chapel this term will be the world
premier of "A Mass with a Rock
'n Roll Beat" commissioned by
the Chapel and written by the Rev.
Herbert G. Draesel, Jr. '61. The
mass will be presented at 10:30

a.m. on Sunday, November 6, the
last day of Homecoming weekend
Finally daily services will be held
in the crypt chapel, located under
the high altar of the main chapel
Mondays and Fridays at 8 a.m.
will see Morning Prayer. Tuesday at 10:30 p.m. will be Compline. The Eucharist will be celebrated on Wednesdays at 7:30a.m.
and on Thursdays at 10:30 p.m!
Preceding the Compline service
on Tuesday evenings will be a
half hour of postludes,presented
by various musicians of the College. Music for organ, jazz group,
etc. will be performed.

Garofolo To Inaugurate
New Security System
Revisions are now being made In
the College guard system with
respect to general orders and procedures for guards, according to
Alfred A. Garofolo, the new director of campus security. The
object of the new procedures is
to provide greater security for
the College and students.
During the past summer there
were several instances of local
youths Insulting and actually assaulting students here, and In the
past week four complaints of theft
involving wallets, watches and
money have been turned in by students. Garofolo said under the new
procedures guards would be Instructed to check anyone who they
suspect Is not on campus for a
legitimate purpose and to ask to
see their Identification. There will
be three guards on night duty and
two on day duty at all times.
The security director also said he
anticipates that the College will
Inaugurate Its own guard system
in an effort to Improve the quality
of security and increase student
confidence. The College presently
employs the Mather Security Services. Garofolo wanted to stress,
however, that he sees the role
of the guards as being one of
security and not of student discipline. While several Connecticut colleges now have registered
policemen on their security forces,
Garofolo said he did not want
this here "for obvious reasons."

IFC Revives
Rutgers Plan
In its weekly meeting Tuesday
evening, the Interfraternlty Council resolved to revive and promote the so-called Rutgers Plan
of exchanging meal Invitations between houses. The plan, nominally
long existent, provides for a certain number of brothers of one
house to eat at another, the latter
house reciprocating with an equal
number of members eating out.
IFC President Charles Sanders
'67, encouraged IFC members to
visit the several houses as frequently as possible In an effort
to familiarize fraternities with the
Rutgers Plan.
The Council unanimously accepted Reverend Alan Tull's petition
to have fraternities
entertain
chapel speakers following the Sunday Vesper services. Such a plan
proved highly successful last year
when Individual fraternity houses
were open to freshmen, as well
as all upperclassmen.
Finally, the IFC agreed to sponsor a nationally prominent Individual as a speaker at the College.
The Council believed it could more
easily promote such an undertaking owing to Its greater financial
resources
and
organizational
ability. Following the announcement of the speaker, funds would
be raised through a general a s sessment on all fraternity men.

As for the parking situation,
Garofolo said the College had placed the new parking lot off New
Britain Avenue as close to the
dorms as city regulations would
permit. He observed that the College has no control over Summit
St. parking and that the city of
Hartford had placed some "no
parking" signs there, but hoped
they would not force the issue,
although they might In the future.

Jones Hall
Phone Ban
Terminated
Jones Hall residents will no longer be denied the convenience of a
personal telephone, Jones dwellers
may now bask in the luxury of
Intimate phone conversations and
unbelievable monthly bills.
In a surrender to the protests
of students, Leonard R. Tomat,
assistant dean of students, lifted
the restrictions on Jones Hall
telephones. The telephone restriction stemmed from a difficulty in
wiring the Jones Hall rooms, Tomat said. Norman A. Walker, director of buildings and grounds,
had ordered a ban on additional
wiring in the dorm, fearing that
serious damage to the walls and
ceilings might result.
Student requests for personal
phones prompted Tomat to have
the telephone company investigate
the problem. The company found
that telephone jacks can be installed in each room with minimal
wiring operations.
Jones Hall residents who have ordered telephones will have them
installed within two weeks.

Teaching Exam
< To Be Given
Seniors In '67
College seniors preparing to
teach may take the National Teacher Examinations on Janiu!_ryr, J
.March 18, July 1, or October i,
1967, as announced by the Educational Testing Service last weK.
Results of the NTE's are used py
many schools in the selection 01
new teachers and by several stai»
for certification or licensing «
teachers. Many states require*"
seniors preparing to teach to a*
the examinations. These sen ore
should contact the schools thaUney
are interested in or their colleges
for information on which examinations to take and when to take the".
A Bulletin of Information conta »
Ing a list of test centers, ana »
formation about the exams, pwsjj
registration form, may be obtain
from Mr. Butler in the Plaf " T .
office or directly from tne «•
tlonal Teacher Examinations, »
911, Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey, 0854U.
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Draft Besets Students,
Faculty With Problems
by NORMAN MARCOVSKI
In a time of increasing military
activity and greater, more immediate manpower requirements,
the Selective Service System
seems to cast a giant shadow
over the nation's college campuses.
Selective Service has
aroused a reaction from many
quarters of the academic community which presents a picture
of uncertainty, antagonism and apprehension.
On the Trinity campus Gerald
Marshall, assistant dean and registrar, is the man who essentially
serves as liason between the students and the Selective Service.
Mr. Marshall was formerly Coloner Marshall, USAF, and professor of aerospace studies for the
Trinity detachment of Air Force
ROTC. The transition to his present position represents, at first
glance, a complete turnabout in
his relationship to the student and
his military obligation.
Mr. Marshall is quite conscious
of the inequities and unfortunate
ramifications of the Selective Service System. He feels that the
average Trinity man should not
be drafted but is rather officer
material. This is the entire rationale behind having the ROTC
program on the campus, Marshall
points out.

place in the college community.
Pryor referred to the fact that
the local chapter of the Students
for a Democratic Society staged a
protest at that time for several
reasons. "First of all," "he said,
"the government hasn't the right
to determine a student's intellectual capacity or potential. The
test emphasized science and math,
the needs of the government, and
passed over the humanities and
people who are creative in art and
literature.
"We in SDS are also against the
2-S classification," he continued.
"In keeping with our democratic
ideals, the draft should be universal. Those who haven't the
financial, intellectual capability,
or the desire to go to college are
unfairly discriminated against."
Pryor also felt that the College
should have denied the Selective
Service the use of its facilities
In protest.
Pryor's stand brings to mind
Marshall's regret of the tragedy
of a young man who honestly and
sincerely feels that the Selective
Service' is violating his intellectual
honesty by its intrusions into his
college education. Such a young
man is not appreciated, Marshall
admitted, and his lot is worse for
not offering the Draft Board the
information it wants. There are
several men on this campus who'
did not take the exam and received
letters from their local Boards
requesting information concerning
their class standing.

Marshall is puzzled by the student's reaction to his commitment
in the Viet Nam struggle. "The
same questions of apprehension
about going to war or into combat
were in our minds before World
War II," he recalled, "but we
At this point in the story, one
never voiced them out loud as the wonders where to turn to. Unfellows do now. We were under a fortunately, a visit to the State
kind of social pressure that any Headquarters of the Selective Sersuch expression would be termed vice System offered no dialogue
out' and out cowardice." It has of understanding or new horizons
been Mr. Marshall's continued ex- of progress in this quagmire.
perience in ROTC for people to Speaking with the Manpower Ofask him how to avoid combat ficer, Major Russell, only served
assignments.
to reaffirm in a friendly and sympathetic manner the rules and
Thomas Smith, Associate Dean regulations which led us Into ihir
of the College, strongly empha- at age eighteen.
sized that the College only certifies to the Draft Boards what is
Major Russell, Manpower Officer
requested by the student. The ini- at the state headquarters of the Setiative of defining his draft status lective Service System, acknowremains with the student as a ledged no Inequity in the draft
protection of his conscience, Smith exam, noting that it was geared
said. Although Smith feels that it for the average public high school
s unfortunate that an educational graduate. "The standards of the
institution should be badgered so, exams were good when used behe feels that the College has put it- fore but when re-instated this
self in the position of represent- Spring caused a great outcry,"
ing the best interests of the student in his relations with the Se- added Major Russell. The outcry,
he felt, was unjustified because
lective Service.
the academic community was "part
of this decision to re-use this
The examination administered by procedure."
the Selective Service on~cojlege"
Major Russell summarized his
campuses last Spring was aftangibie move of great proportion in position in saying that the college
an area as nebulous as draft clas- man must accept the idea of sersification. The position of the Col- vice as it is prescribed. Accepting
lege in providing facilities for service positively is to the adhe administration of the draft vantage of the inductee as his extest on campus was one of in- perience would then be a positive
creased convenience for students one, Marshall said encouragingly.
taking the test.
"It is the duty of the responsible
Gerald Pryor '68 saw the ex- citizen to stand behind his country
amination offered on the campus whether he may privately disagree
as something that, in itself and with its policies," the Major asin What it represented, had no serted.

Japanese Prints
Shown in Austin
The first in a series of three
exhibitions to be held in the WldeGallery of the Austin Art Center will open with a special student
reception from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
on Monday. The exhibit, part of a
collection of Japanese prints owned
oy Philip Kappel, a Connecticut
Artist w n o last year was given an
Honorary degree by the College,
1 , r e m a l n in the art center
until November 6.
J?,^* rec eption, Kappel will give
ane informal gallery talk, explaining
l" individual characteristics of
'he prints.
«
ner

The next draft test willbe on Friday and Saturday, November 18
and 19. The nearest location to
Trinity is listed as West Hartford. The test is only for those who
have never taken it<

Would You Believe—
The Placement Office has
already arranged to have
graduate schools on campus
during the months of October,
November, and December.
The majority of these visiting deans and representatives
will hold group interviews
during the day as they wish
to see as many students as
possible. They are also interested in seeing juniors as
well as seniors. Any juniors
who are interested, please
come in the Placement Office and see Mrs. May and
sign up on the various graduate school listings.

Trinity's Favorite
Since 1947

Business, Law, Medicine, Education, and City Planning will be
the subjects of a series of career
conferences to be held during the
term under the auspices of John
F. Butler, director of placement.
The first of these, scheduled for
Tuesday, November 1, will feature a panel on "Careers in Business." Participants will be Robert M. Palmer, manager, community relatidns, Polaroid Corporation; Robert L. Russell '52,
assistant vice-president, Bankers
Trust Company; Ramon T. Smith,
assistant employment supervisor,
Travelers Insurance Company; and
John Titman, personnel manager,
Time, Inc. i
On Tuesday, November 15, Willis
L. M. Reese will speak on "Law
School Education Today." Reese
Is the Charles Evans Hughes Professor of Law and Director of
the Parker School of Foreign and
Comparative Law at Columbia University.
On Thursday, November 17, Dr.
George A. Perera, Associate Dean
of College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, will
describe "Medical School Education Today."
"Careers in Education--Secondary and College, will be discussed on Thursday, December 1,
Panel members include Alexander
Mackimmie, Professor of Educa-

PMD Receives
Academic Award
The Trinity chapter of Phi Mu
Delta was the recipient of an
award for academic excellence
at the fraternity's 32nd National
Conclave held September 15, in
Monticello, New York. The Conclave theme, "A Commitment to
Excellence," was the subject of
the main address given by Paul
K. Adams, Administrative Secretary of the National Interfraternity Council.
The Trinity chapter, the national fraternity's newest, was recognized for the achievement of an
8.08 average during the spring
semester of 1966. Phi Mu Delta
held the highest average ever recorded in 143 years of Trinity history. The achievement was described as "unique" at the Honors
Night festivities of the Conclave.

Englishman Harry Yelding's feet circus bigtop -- at a speed of 140
were 22 feet above the ground miles per hour!
when he set the world's stiltFor rapidity, auto races have been
walking record. And, in 1900, Johann Huslinger turned things a favorite source of dazzling rectopsy-turvy by walking from Paris ords since the first was held in
to Vienna In 55 days — on his 1887. In that year, Georges Bouton's steam car zipped from Paris
hands!
to Versailles and back in 74 minBut Victoria Zacchini found an- utes - - a distance of 11 miles!
other way of covering distance: in
The most difficult road race to
1959 she was shot 155 feet from a run is the Targa Florio, In Sicannon under the Barnum & Bailey cily. Its 44 miles Involve turning
8,500 corners over severe hills
and narrow, rough roads. Here,
speed Is secondary to control of the
car.

tion of the College, on public
schools;
Thomas A. Smith,
associate dean of the College, on
colleges; and Mr. Robert A. Moss,
headmaster of the St. Andrew's
School, Middletown, Delaware, on
independent schools. Each speaker
will discuss teaching and administration.
Harris Stone of New Haven will
speak on "City Planning," on Monday, December 5.
On Tuesday, December 6, John
B. Fox, Assistant Dean for Education
Planning at Harvard
Business
School, will talk,
on "Graduate Business School Education Today."
John F. Butler, Director of the
Placement
Bureau, encourages
not only seniors, but members of
other classes to attend.

Stage Company
To Offer Special
Student Shows
This year, as in the past, the
Hartford Stage Qompany Is offering special student rates to place
their productions within the financial range of the students.
Special previews, open only to
students, will be presented at 8:30
p.m. on the Thursday evening prior to each opening night. Tickets
are priced at $1.50 each, and
may be purchased in person or
reserved by phone at the box office (525-4258).
Tickets are now available for
the first Student preview, Oct. 6,
of Jean Anouilh's "Poor Bitos."
Any student wishing to attend
one of the regular matinees (two
Wednesdays and five Sundays for
each production at 2:30 p.m.) or
any Sunday evening: performance
may do so for $1.75 as long as
tickets are available.
Student subscriptions may be
bought for the seven Student Previews at $10.50 and the seven
matinees or Sunday evenings at
$12.25.

Shifting gears a bit, take note of
the world's record for rocking
chair workouts; in 1957, Mrs.
Ralph Weir of Nova Scotia rocked
for 93 hours and 8 minutes without
stopping.
In baseball, the late Ty Cobb
held the most batting records.
The southpaw had 4,191 hits (a
record) in 11,429 times at bat
(a -record) for a .367 lifetime
average. He played in a record
3,033 games and scored a record
2,244 runs. He batted .300 or
better from 1906-28 for a record
23 years out of 24 years played.
The youngest boxer to win the
world's heavyweight title? Floyd
Patterson, on November 30, 1956,
at the age of 21 years, 10 .months.
In the realm of golf, Peter Toogood lives up, to his name by becoming the only 8-year-old child
on record to make a hole-in-one;
he was playing on the Kingston
Beach green In Jamaica. An adult named LouKretlow made the
longest hole-in-one: 427 yards,
shot in 1961. The feminine record
was set In 1949 by Marie Robie:
393 yards.
In 1959, another top girl In her
field, Maurie Rose Kirby, age 17,
sat astride a 71-foot pole tor 2l'l
days and 9 hours -- as a protest against being called a juvenile delinquent. But, the Pillar
Saints of the 5th Century in Syria
were the most famous flag pole
sitters of all time. St. Simeon
sat on a high stone pillar for 35
years - - to avoid contamination
by plain, ordinary mortals!
Gastronomic records were broken in November of 1959 in England when 15-year-old Roger McEwan downed 30 bags of potato
chips in 59 minutes — without a
drink! Four years earlier In Chicago, Philip Yazdik became the
world's hamburger king after eating 77 in one sitting.
You can be sure - - whether
it's a contest involving tall stilts,
high-powered cars or relaxing
rocking chairs - - someone will
be there to make careful note of the event, and say: "It's a record!"

Attention Social Chairmen:
Booking agent on Campus
will get good bands & shows.
Call Mike Cavalier
Box 697

Hilton Hotel
BarberShop
Mr. Blais
The Modern Barber
Shop for Modern Men
Manager has attended
Hair Styling Conference
in Paris

•

".,

VISIT!

•

raraHLY-jcE CREAM mm
at Maple Ave. & Broad Street

Featuring ihe Finest
in Sandwiches & Ice Cream

Also by Appointment

One Block Below Verron
On BROAD STREET

Yelding Walks To Vienna

Placement Of ice To Offer
Six Careers Conferences

5 Barbers, 1 Barberette

College
Barber Shop
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Trin Loses 1st Game 17-7 To Ephmen
by NELS OLSON
Thirty-five years of college foot- Melcher, in the second quarter
ball experience has made Coach proved the Bantam's defensive
Dan Jessee anything but a conser- backfield was strong, but towards
vative gridiron strategist. Last the end of the half, the Ephrnen
Saturday's opener versus Williams concentrated on their running game
found him experimenting with a and began to soften the Trinity
shotgun offense in addition to his line.
traditional "I" as well as an unWilliams dominated the second
definable 5-2, 6-2 defense.
half, running twice as many plays
A shortage of veterans and In- as the Bantams. They compiled
flux of untried sophomore and 174 yards on the ground in the
junior potential forced him to use last 30 minutes alone.
several substitutes in line and
The second the Ephmen controlled
linebacking- positions.
Coach the ball they managed an eight play
Jessee, however, feels he has the drive only to be stopped on Trin's
makings for a successful team. 22 yard line when linebacker
How that potential Is to be used Hopkins' tackle stopped them after
is still a big question.
a fourth down attempt.
But the Bantam's 17-7 loss to WilTrin took the ball on the 20
liams this Saturday was a high yard line and drove for five plays,
price to pay for experience. This featuring runs by Morrill and Sanseason's opener found the Trinity ders, to their 47 yard line. On
defensive middle penetrable and the next play, with 4 minutes left
their offensive attack stubborn and in the third quarter, Miles passed
explosive but unable to convert long to sophomore Ron Martin for
a drive into a score.
a 53 yard touchdown.
Junior quarterback Kim Miles,
With the score 7-3 in Trinity's
replacing last year's recordbreaking
passer Rich Rissell, favor Williams took the ball on
maneuvered his offense for 271 their 26 yard line after the next
yards, 135 of that through the air. kick-off and drove for 12 plays
But the Bantam defensive line con- to paydirt, scoring on a 16 yard
ceded 266 yards on the ground run by John Petke over right guard.
Their drive concentrated on Trin's
alone.
mld-llne.
The first half fell In Trinity's
The Bantam's succeeding offavor as they managed to sustain
effort, with the score
five powerful drives to Williams' fensive
two.
Junior fullback
Larry 10-7, resulted in a Williams interRoberts, who logged 73 yards ception which was returned 44
all afternoon, and Doug Morrlll yards for a score. Fortunately, a
HALFBACK LARRY ROBERTS (41) is spilled by a William's defensive back after a short
found running room as Trin's for- clipping penalty nullified the touchgain during Saturday's game. Watching the action are halfback Doug Morrill (27), quarterback
ward wall successfully moved Wil- down and the Ephmen took the
Kim Miles (14) and end Bob Miller (86). Roberts proved to be the workhorse of the backfield as
liam's large defensive line. Miles' ball on the Trinity 47 yard line
he rolled up 73 yards for the afternoon. In future contests Roberts, Morrill, and the rest of Trin's
instead.
favorite play seemed to be the
running attack must keep the opposing defense off balance to enable Trinity's passing attack \o
option. But two Interceptions and
(Lubana Photo)
Williams ran the Bantam middle be more potent than it was against the Cphmen.
two fumbles recovered by the Ephagain until they stood on Trin's
men made scoring impossible.Williams employed a "spread"' three yard line. On the tenth play
defense that occasionally put five of the drive sophomore Dunn, who
men in the defensive backfield; gained 170 yards in 31 carries that
they seemed willing to concede afternoon, scored.
short running yardage in order
Trinity, behind 17-7, took the
to protect against Miles' powerful next kick-off on their own 26 yard
While the next four years will
only 154, or 48%, proved thempassing arm.
In contrast to the generally poor
line and "cdmrhancled a drive"of prove the members of the Class
selves capable of obtaining the performance of
the freshman
nine
plays
only
to
be
stymied
27
But Williams scored first with
of 1970 are superior academically,
minimum 75% passing grade. Com- class, certain individuals came
4 minutes left in the first half yards from the end zone as their it took only two days during Freshpared to the other classes pre- close to, or topped the 100% mark
after an eight play drive put them fourth down play failed.
men Week to determine that physsently at Trinity, this 48% was in individual categories. In the
on the Trin 30 yard line. From
Williams took possession of the ically they were Inferior.
lower than last year's 57%, but 600-yard run Charles Hoskingms
where Winlck booted a field goal. ball with only three minutes left
Of the 321 Frosh who took the, was higher than the 45% of the timed at 1:22, or 95%. The highThree Interceptions, by Joe and the score remained in their required Physical Education test,
class
of '68, and the 37% of est number of push-ups, 69, was
McKeigue, Nick Edwards, and Bill favor, 17-7,
Coach Bob Slaughter reported that —this year's seniors.
done by George Yeannakls, while
The Physical Fitness Test is Peter Meaeham surpassed the 100%
designed to determine the gen- requirement by doing 21 pull-ups,
eral physical condition of high and Michael Prolides jumped 9'3"
school
and college students for the best performance in the
across the country. It is com- standing broad jump. There was
posed of five separate trials: a 600- no single outstanding achievement
yard run, sit-ups, push-ups, pull- in sit-ups, as 90 Frosh did 100
ups,
and a
standing broad or more.
jump. The total percentile grade
is computed by averaging together Two members of the freshman
the individual percentile achieve- class deserve special recognition
ments in each of th e five events. for turning in the highest overall
•ff
To obtain a passing grade in each percentages. Robert Jacobs and
event, one must run 600 yards Charles Wright both scored 95i
in 1;44; do 61 sit-ups, 40 push- Special recognition might also go
ups, and 20 pull-ups; and broad to those who could not swim three
jump 7'8". To obtain a 100% score, lengths of the pool, 10% of the
one
must run the 600 yards class of '70, or those who could
In_hl2; do 100 sit-ups, 60 push- not do a single pull-up, push-up,
ups,
2U pull-ups; and lump or sit-up, but the list of names
would be long.
9'6",

48% of 321 Freshmen Pass PE Test
Compared to 57% of 325 Last Year

•

Almond Says Depth Crucial;
Depends On Veteran Harriers

GETTING IN FRONT of the ball is not always easy, but senior goalie Nick Cotakis successfully grabs an attempted score in a recent practice. Nick and sophomore Hank Snavely and
Bob Loeb have been battling for the starting slot. A big question this year is who will f i l l Bill
Schweitzer's position for Saturday's opener against M.I.T.

by RICK HENDEE
Many of cross-country Coach third year at'Trinity and crossBarrle Almond's pre-season adcountry's second as a Varsity
jectives are optimistically tradit- sport, is the strongest ever,
ional ("well-balanced, strong, enFreshman Chuck Hoskins from
thusiastic") yet his reasoning is Illinois already seems a squaa
curiously unique. The Blue and highlight although no time trials.
Gold distance men, losing only to have yet
been taken. Captain
Wesleyan last fall, are led by Bill Jessee Brewer, transfer Mine
Shortell whom Coach Almond fig- Letz, and Chris Howard are easily
ures should always finish,"in the the team's strong points.
top three if not in front."
The long distance men open tneir
But the squad's key to winning is season against Coast Guard away,
centered around the 6th, 7th, 8th October 11. Wesleyan again, looms
and 9th place finishes rather than as Trinity's strongest opponent
first or second. Trinity's team is and should preview the squaa s
tightly bunched together and while best running. The season climax
the Blue "might have to sit out is centered in Boston with tne
a few places", when one Trin man Easterns and the New England.
crosses the line, five or six others Small colleges as well as Brown,
will also. Victory, then, is in num- Boston University and Northeasbers rather than speed. Depth, tern will battle Trinity across tne
comments Coach Almond, in his five mile championship course,

